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Active targeting co-delivery of therapeutic siRNAs and antineoplastic drugs is considered as a very promising approach to specifically improve the therapeutic effect by simultaneously inhibiting the expression of tumorigenic genes and reducing the systemic toxicity of anticancer drugs. This strategy for effectively targeting cancer stem cells (CSCs) has gained considerable attention in the therapeutic treatment of human cancers. The objective of this study was to fabricate and characterize the therapeutic survivin siRNAs (Sur siRNA) and anti-cancer drug doxorubicin (DOX)-loaded superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONPs) that are surface-conjugated to the specific ligand epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) which is highly expressed on brain glioblastoma stem cells (GSCs), using carboxymethyl chitosan (CMCS), polyethylenimine (PEI) and heparin-mediated cross linking agents. Our in vitro and in vivo studies demonstrated that the fabricated EGFR-targeted nanoparticles exhibited excellent targeting specificity and enhanced delivery efficiency, and could specifically co-deliver therapeutic siRNAs and DOX into GSCs, thus greatly improving the therapeutic efficacy by effectively silencing survivin gene expression and enhancing the treatment sensitivity of GSCs to anticancer drug DOX. Therefore, these fabricated EGFR-targeted nanoparticles would provide an efficient targeting vector for co-delivery of therapeutic siRNAs and anticancer drugs, and could be used as a promising active targeted nanocarrier for the selective treatment of human brain cancer in the future.

1. Introduction

Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is considered as one of the most common malignant cancers within the central nervous system, and accounts for about half of all intracranial cancers with high morbidity and mortality. 1,2 Despite the use of conventional treatments such as surgery, chemotherapy and radiation therapy, these treatments seem to only effectively remove differentiated cells, and due to the presence of glioblastoma stem cells (GSCs), the prognosis of patients with malignant glioma remains very different. 3,4 Non-GSCs in cancerous tissues may also produce GSCs randomly, and the standard chemotherapy for these GSC treatments is often ineffective because it often leads to GSC enrichment and tumor recurrence. 2,3 Although GSCs are a rare subpopulation of glioblastoma cells, there is increasing evidence that GSCs are related to the occurrence, recurrence, persistence and treatment resistance of glioblastoma cells. 5,6 Due to the failure to eliminate tumor recurrence in glioma patients, GSCs have received extensive attention in the field of oncology. 7,8 Therefore, reasonable targeted GSC therapy and specific killing of GSCs become important strategies to improve the clinical efficacy of GBM. 9–11 To achieve this goal, many new GSC treatment strategies have been developed, including inhibiting the development of GSCs by blocking the necessary self-renewal signals, forcing GSCs to differentiate into vulnerable large tumor cells for standard treatment, and identifying specific anti-GSC candidates. 12,13

SURVIVIN protein is a newly discovered apoptosis-related inhibitor, which exists in human GBM and is closely related to the differentiation, proliferation, invasion and metastasis of glioblastoma cells in tumor cells. 16,17 Thus, effective silencing of SURVIVIN expression by small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) can
negatively regulate Survivin translation, and ultimately promote apoptosis of glioblastoma cells.18,19

Polyethyleneimine (PEI) conjugated nanomaterials hold great siRNA delivery potential in vitro and in vivo, as the “proton sponge” effect of PEI can fully absorb siRNA and ensure that siRNA escapes from intracellular lysosomal degradation.20,21 However, non-specific delivery of PEI-conjugated nanomaterials exaggerates cytokotoxicity in non-malignant tissues, so how to introduce appropriate molecules into PEI conjugated nanomaterials to improve biocompatibility and target specificity has been extensively studied.22,23

Cell-targeted drug delivery via superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONPs) coated with cell-specific ligands (antibodies and other small molecules) has emerged as a potential clinical tool for cancer treatment.24–26 Particularly, SPIONPs ranging from 10 to 25 nm exhibit unique magnetic properties that allow them to escape the immune system.27,28 Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is a tyrosine kinase cell membrane receptor associated with abnormal survival and poor prognosis.29,30 Recent evidence suggests that EGFR is overexpressed in most GBM and GSCs, and is a major target for tumor therapy.31–33 Therefore, the preparation of targeting SPIONPs may be an ideal approach for targeting siRNA andanticancer drugs in clinical cancer therapy.

In this study, we proposed a strategy to develop an active targeting, nano-scale theranostic platform for co-delivery of therapeutic siRNAs and anti-cancer drugs to enhance the anti-tumor efficacy. In this strategy, the SPIONPs are coated with a CMCS layer and then further modified with PEI to increase siRNA loading and heparin-mediated EGFR affinity to form nano-complexes (EGF-hep-PEI-CMCS@SPIO, i.e. eMNNs). Finally, the MNNS nanocomposites were loaded with DOX/Sur siRNA and co-delivered to GSCs with high expression of EGFR in vivo and in vitro employing tumor-bearing mice as the animal model.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

The human glioblastoma U251 cell line was purchased from the Shanghai Cell Bank of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China). The cell culture medium and fetal bovine serum (FBS) were purchased from Gibco Invitrogen Corporation (CA, USA). Recombinant human epidermal growth factor (rEGF) and basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) were purchased from Peprotech (Rocky Hill, NJ, USA). Leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) was purchased from Chemicon (Temecula, CA, USA). B27 was received from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA, USA). Vincristine was obtained from Haizheng Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd (Zhejiang, China). CMCS, PEI, epidermal growth factor (EGF), heparin, DOX, 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-diphenyl-tetrazolium) bromide (MTT), fluorescein diacetate (FDA), propidium iodide (PI), Hoechst H33258, acridine orange (AO), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), Triton X-100 solution, and RBITC, were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Fluorescent dye 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) was purchased from Molecular Probes Inc. (Eugene, OR, USA). The specific primary antibodies against CD133, nestin and EGFR (mouse monoclonal IgG) were obtained from Abcam (Cambridge, UK, USA). The specific primary antibodies against glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) (mouse monoclonal IgG) were from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). The fluorescein-labeled secondary antibodies goat anti-mouse antibody (IgG-RBITC) and goat anti-mouse antibody (IgG-FITC) were obtained from Boster (Wuhan, China). Other reagents and chemicals were purchased from local commercial suppliers and were of analytical reagent grade, unless otherwise stated. Deionized (DI) water (Milli-Q, Millipore, Bedford, MA) was used to prepare aqueous solutions. The duplexed unlabeled Sur siRNA, 5’-carboxyfluorescein (FAM) labeled and scrambled Sur siRNA were synthesized with the following sequences by Shanghai Gene Pharma Co., Ltd (sense, 5’-CAG AUC UCU ACA UUC ATT-3’; antisense, 5’-UGA AUG UAG AGA UGC GGU GTT-3’; negative control, sense, 5’-UUC GAA CGU ACG ACG UTT-3’; antisense, 5’-ACG UAC CAC GUC CGG AGAAT-3’).

2.2. Animals

Pathogen-free female BALB/c nude mice aged about 6 weeks were obtained from School of Medicine of Zhengzhou University (Zhengzhou, China) and maintained in the absence of specific pathogens. All animal experiments were conducted in accordance with the guidelines set by the Animal Care and Use Committee of School of Medicine of Zhengzhou University (Zhengzhou, China).

2.3. Cell culture, identification and EGFR protein expression assay

The culture of GSCs followed the previous literature.34 Briefly, GSCs were suspended in serum-free Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium/F12 (DMEM/F12), and B27 (1×), 20 ng mL⁻¹ bFGF, 20 ng mL⁻¹ heparin, 10 ng mL⁻¹ leukemia inhibitory factor, and 8 ng mL⁻¹ vincristine were added. GSCs were then collected by gentle centrifugation and then dissociated into single cells. EGFR expression of the GSCs was analyzed by Western blot and immunocytochemical staining.

2.4. Synthesis and characterization of PEI modified magnetic nanocarriers

In the present study, SPIONPs, i.e. magnetic γ-Fe₂O₃ NPs with a diameter of 10–15 nm, were synthesized as the carrier core according to the previously reported methods,35,36 and the details can be seen in the ESL.† The biocompatible CMCS-modified SPIONPs (CMCS@SPIO) were fabricated via TPP crosslinking as previously reported.37 In brief, about 30 mL of TPP solution (1 mg mL⁻¹) was gradually added with 10 mg mL⁻¹ of SPIONP suspension, and then stirred vigorously for 30 min at 60 °C. The mixture was kept at room temperature (RT) for 12 h and then washed three times with deionized water (DI) to give TPP@SPIONPs, followed by the addition of 10 mL of CMCS solution in acetic acid (1% w/v). After the reaction proceeded in a phacoemulsifier for 30 min, the CMCS@SPIONPs were rinsed three times with DI water and stored at 4 °C for the next use.

To coat the CMCS@SPIONPs with PEI, the PEI aqueous solution was firstly mixed with MNNS solution (v/v, 1:2) in...
MES buffer, and then magnetically stirred at RT for 24 h. The prepared PEI-MNNS mixture was washed with PBS (pH 7.4) under a magnetic field, and suspended in PBS (pH 7.4). The conjugation of PEI with the MNNS was determined by the ninhydrin chromogenic method as previously described, and the details can be seen in the ESI.

2.5. Preparation of the EGF-targeted MNNS

The EGF-targeted MNNS were prepared according to the electrostatic adsorption principle. After 200 μg Heparin and 20 μg HB-EGF were added to 10 mg MNNS, the reaction was kept for 5 min at RT. The stability and magnetic response of the prepared MNNS and eMNNS in different media were analyzed, and more information is provided in the ESI.

2.6. DOX and siRNA loading onto eMNNS

After 1 mL of DOX solution (1 mg mL⁻¹) was added into 1 mL of eMNNS suspension (1 mg mL⁻¹), the mixture was stirred for 24 h in PBS (pH 7.4) at RT, and then the resulting DOX/eMNNS was washed with PBS buffer solution (pH 7.4) three times under a magnetic field. The loading degree of DOX was determined with the absorbance at 480 nm using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (UV-1000, Shanghai, China). The drug loading was defined as the following equation:

\[
\text{Loading content (\%) = } \frac{W_t}{W_s} \times 100\%
\]

Encapsulation efficiency (\%) = \[
\frac{W_t}{W_0} \times 100\%
\]

where \(W_t\) is the DOX weight in the NPs, \(W_s\) is the NP weight, and \(W_0\) is the total DOX weight used in the system.

For siRNA loading, eMNNS were diluted to a series of concentrations for desired N/P ratios and added to the 2 μL Sur siRNA solution (20 μmol L⁻¹). The mixture was mixed gently and shaken for 15 min at 37 °C, allowing for sufficient binding of Sur siRNA molecules to the eMNNS. The binding ability of Sur siRNA to eMNNS was determined by ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometry and gel retardation assay. The formed Sur siRNA–eMNNS suspension was centrifuged, followed by magnetic separation. The supernatant was analyzed by UV-Vis spectrophotometer (NANO Drop 2000, thermo) at 260 nm to reveal siRNA content. Meanwhile, the Sur siRNA–eMNNS were loaded onto a 2% agarose gel for electrophoresis in TAE buffer at a constant voltage of 45 V for 20 min, and then the agarose gel was stained with a 0.5 μg mL⁻¹ ethidium bromide solution for 15 min to visualize the siRNA bands using a UV gel image system (InGenius LHR, SynGene, UK). The particle size of the Sur siRNA–eMNNS was characterized by a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS90.

2.7. Hemolysis assay

The hemocompatibility of the prepared eMNNS was assessed as previously reported. Briefly, 5 mL of fresh blood solution containing anticoagulant heparin sodium was centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 10 min to remove the supernatant. After that, the blood sample was washed with PBS (pH 7.4) solution three times to obtain the red blood cells (HRBCs). Then, 100 μL of HRBC suspension was diluted with 900 μL water (positive control group), 900 μL PBS (pH 7.4, negative control group), and 900 μL eMNNS solution at a concentration of 10–200 μg mL⁻¹, respectively. After gently shaking, the mixture was reacted at RT for 3 h and then centrifuged for 1 min. The absorbance of the supernatant at 541 nm and a photograph of the mixture were recorded to measure the hemolysis of eMNNS.

2.8. Cell cytotoxicity, cell viability, and cell cycle assay

The cytotoxicity of the prepared eMNNS/MNNS was evaluated by the MTT assay. We performed a standard MTT method to assess the proliferation capacity of the treated GSCs with different formulations. After reaching 200 cells per sphere, the GSCs were harvested to prepare a single cell suspension. The cells were then seeded at a density of 1 × 10⁴ cells per well in a 96-well plate. When 10 cells per sphere were reached, different formulations were added to the wells. After incubation for 24 h, 48 h, 72 h and 96 h, the culture medium was removed, and 200 μL of MTT solution (0.5 mg mL⁻¹; Sigma-Aldrich Co.) was added to each well. The cells were then incubated for 4 h, followed by the addition of 150 μL of DMSO and the incubation of the plates for another 15 min. Finally, the absorbance of the wells was measured at 570 nm on a microplate spectrophotometer (Bio Tek Instrument Inc., USA).

The cell viability of the eMNNS-treated GSCs was measured with a fluorescein diacetate (FDA) and PI double-staining protocol. Briefly, the GSCs were seeded at a density of 2 × 10⁴ cells per well in a 24-well plate. After reaching 10 cells per sphere, an eMNNS solution at a concentration of 20 μg mL⁻¹ was added to the 24-well plate. Then, the treated GSCs were added to RPMI-1640 with 10% FBS after reaching 200 cells per sphere, and cultured for 1 d, 2 d, 3 d, 4 d, 5 d and 6 d. Subsequently, an FDA solution at a final concentration of 1 μg mL⁻¹ and a PI solution at a final concentration of 20 μg mL⁻¹ were successively introduced to the culture plates. Cell viability was then analyzed after incubation at RT for 5 min. The samples were analyzed with an inverted fluorescence microscope. The living cells were stained green by FDA, whereas the dead cells were stained red by fluorescent dye PI, using untreated GSCs as a control.

The cell cycle of the eMNNS-treated GSCs was analyzed by flow cytometry. The treated GSCs were harvested and dissociated into a single-cell suspension, and 1 × 10⁶ cells were re-suspended in 500 μL of PBS buffer (pH 7.4). The cells were then fixed with 500 μL of 70% ice-cold ethanol and then incubated overnight at 4 °C. The prepared cell suspension was then centrifuged to discard the fixative, and then resuspended in 2 mL of PBS (pH 7.4) solution. The pelleted cells were resuspended in 1 mL of 200 μg mL⁻¹ PI solution containing 20 μg mL⁻¹ RNase for cell staining. The cells were incubated in the dark at 4 °C for 1 h and were then analyzed with a FACS Calibur flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA), and analyzed with CELLQUEST software (BD Biosciences).

2.9. Fluorescent RBITC labeling and cellular uptake analysis

The prepared MNNS/eMNNS were labeled using RBITC with excellent fluorescence properties. The isothiocyanato group on RBITC can be directly bound to the amino group on the
MNNS/eMNNS to produce fluorescently labeled nanocarriers. 10 mg MNNS/eMNNS was suspended in 1 mL boric acid buffer solution (pH 8.5), and then 100 μL RBITC solution (1 mg mL⁻¹, dissolved in DMSO) was added into the suspension, and then kept on the shaker at RT in the dark for 2 h to prepare RBITC-labeled MNNS/eMNNS. The residual substance was washed three times using PBS under a magnetic field, and then the obtained RBITC-labeled eMNNS/MNNS were stored at 4 °C for future use.

After GSCs were cultured for 72 h, 20 μg mL⁻¹ RBITC-labeled eMNNS or MNNS were added to the cells for 4 h. After treatment, the GSCs were stained with Hoechst 33258 (1 μg mL⁻¹) for 15 min. The cells were washed three times using PBS (pH 7.4), and then the cells were observed with an inverted fluorescence microscope.

2.10. Assay of anti-proliferation capacity
An MTT assay was employed to assess the antiproliferative capacity of GSCs after treatment with different drug-loaded formulations. Briefly, 20 μg mL⁻¹ of the various drug loading formulations was added to the microwell plates, which were seeded with GSCs, and then incubated for 24 h. 200 μL of the MTT solution (0.5 mg mL⁻¹) was then added and incubated for 4 h, and 150 μL of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was successively added and incubated for another 15 min. Finally the absorbance of the sample was measured at 570 nm on a microplate spectrophotometer (Bio Tek Instrument Inc., USA).

The cell viability of the treated GSCs with different drug formulations was assessed using the FDA/double-staining protocol. Briefly, 20 μg mL⁻¹ of the different formulations was added to the microwell plates that were seeded with GSCs, followed by incubation for 24 h. 1 μg mL⁻¹ of FDA solution and 20 μg mL⁻¹ of PI solution were successively introduced to the culture plates. Cell viability was then analyzed after incubation at RT for 5 min. The samples were analyzed using an inverted fluorescence microscope.

The cell cycle of the treated GSCs was also analyzed using flow cytometry as mentioned above.

2.11. Apoptosis assay of the treated GSCs
Fluorescence Hoechst H33258 staining was performed to visualize apoptotic cells. Briefly, the treated GSCs were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min, washed three times with PBS (pH 7.4), and then stained with bisbenzimide dye Hoechst H33258 solution (2 μg mL⁻¹) at RT for 10 min. The stained GSCs were then rinsed three times with PBS (pH 7.4) and observed using an inverted fluorescence microscope.

Fluorescein Annexin V-FITC-Pi double labeling was performed using the Annexin V-FITC Apoptosis Detection Kit (Keygen Biotech, Nanjing, China) to detect the apoptosis effect of different formulations on GSCs. The double labeling was conducted according to the instructions. 20 μg mL⁻¹ of the various nanoparticle complex solutions was added to the microwell plates that were seeded with GSCs, followed by incubation for 24 h. The treated GSCs were harvested and washed using PBS. Subsequently, 1 × 10⁶ cells were stained with 5 μL of Annexin V-FITC and 5 μL of PI in a 500 μL binding solution for 10 min at RT in the dark. The apoptotic cells were then detected by flow cytometry.

2.12. Autophagy assay
The volume of acidic vesicular organelles (AVOs), as a marker of autophagy, was detected by staining with lysosomotropic agent acridine orange (AO). The cytoplasm and nucleus of the stained cells emit bright green fluorescence, while AVO emits bright red fluorescence. The treated GSCs were stained with AO (5 μg mL⁻¹) at 37 °C for 1 min and observed by an inverted fluorescence microscope.

2.13. Western blotting
The treated GSCs were lysed in a buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 2 mM PMSF, and a protease inhibitor cocktail for 15 min on ice, and then heated at 100 °C in a metal bath for 5 min. The total protein extract (10 μg) was separated by 12% SDS-PAGE and transferred onto a PVDF membrane. The membrane was blocked with 8% (w/v) nonfat dry milk in PBS-Tween 20 (PBST; 0.05%) for 1 h and then incubated with primary antibodies (1 : 5000 in PBST) at 4 °C overnight, and then incubated with the appropriate HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies (1 : 10 000) for 1 h at RT. The immunoreactive bands were developed with the Pierce ECL (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) western blotting system. The relative quantity of the proteins was analyzed using the Quantity one software.

2.14. Orthotopic xenograft model and tumor suppression study
The xenograft tumor model was generated by subcutaneous injection of glioblastoma U251 (2 × 10⁶ cells) into one of the flank regions of the mouse. When the tumor short diameter of the tumor xenograft reached approximately 5 mm, the nude mice were divided into 3 groups randomly (PBS, Sur siRNA-MNNS, DOX/Sur siRNA-eMNNS), and were subcutaneously injected with 52.3 μL of various nanoparticle complexes once every three days. The treatment duration was about 2 weeks. The doses of DOX and Sur siRNA were fixed at 500 μg kg⁻¹ and 20 nmol kg⁻¹ respectively. The tumor length (a) and minor diameter (b) were measured with a vernier caliper before each injection and detailed data were recorded. The tumor volume (V) was calculated based on the following equation:

\[ V = \frac{ab^2}{2} \times 0.5 \]

After 2 weeks, all the nude mice were sacrificed, and their tumors were immediately collected, photographed, formalin fixed, paraffin embedded, and haematoxylin & eosin (H&E) stained for further histological analysis.

2.15. Characterization methods
A transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEM-2100, Japan) was employed to evaluate the morphology and size of the prepared SPIONPs and their composites. The crystal structures of SPIONPs and MNNS were analyzed with an X-ray diffractometer.
(XRD, Philips D/Max-2500, Holland) using a monochromatic X-ray beam with nickel-filtered CuKα radiation. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR, Nicolet NEXUS 670, USA) was performed to record the FT-IR spectra of the SPIONPs and eMNNS. Magnetization measurements were carried out on a vibrating sample magnetometer (LAKESHORE-7304, USA) by changing H between +1375 and −1375 Oe. UV-Vis spectra were tested with a UV-1000 spectrophotometer (Shanghai, China). The hydrodynamic size of the samples was estimated by DLS using an instrument (Zeta Sizer Nano ZS90, Malvern, UK). The efficacy of the siRNA linked to eMNNS was evaluated by agarose gel electrophoresis. The cell cycle and cellular uptake were analyzed using a FACS Calibur flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA).

2.16. Image acquisition and analysis

Fluorescence images were taken using an inverted fluorescence microscope (Eclipse TE 2000-U, Nikon, Kyoto, Japan) equipped with a high-resolution CCD camera (CV-S3200, JAI Co., Japan). Software Image-Pro Plus® 6.0 (Media Cyternetics) and SPSS 12.0 (SPSS Inc.) were used to perform image analysis and statistical analysis, respectively. The quantitative data are presented as means ± standard deviation (SD) for each experiment. All experiments were performed in triplicate and the results were derived from representative experiments.
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**Fig. 1** (A) Immunocytochemical staining of the GSCs with anti-NESTIN mAb (in green), anti-CD133 mAb (in red). Cells were located by counter staining with DAPI (blue). (B) EGFR expression of the GSCs was analyzed by Western blotting. (C) Immunocytochemical staining of the GSCs with anti-EGFR mAb (in green). Scale bar = 100 μm.
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**Scheme 1** (A) Schematic illustration of the fabrication of the EGFR-targeted theranostic nanoplatform, and (B) targeted co-delivery of therapeutic siRNAs and DOX for GSC treatments.
Fig. 2  (A) TEM image of the as-prepared SPIONPs (γ-Fe₃O₄) and CMCS@SPIONPs (B). (C) Top: Scheme of EGF ligand functionalized magnetic nanoparticles (eMNNS). Bottom: FT-IR spectra of CMCS, PEI, SPIO NPs, CMCS@SPIO NPs, MNNS, heparin, and eMNNS. (D) The magnetic hysteresis loop of MNNS at 300 K, and response of MNNS to an external magnetic field by adding an external magnetic field in DI water.

Fig. 3  (A) The standard curve of the PEI, and (B) PEI content assay in MNNS. (C) Schematic of siRNA/eMNNS. (D) Particle size distribution of the as-prepared nanoparticles.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Glioblastoma stem cell identification and EGFR protein expression assay

The primary GSC spheres were isolated from glioblastoma U251 cells cultured in serum-free medium supplemented with the anticancer drug vincristine, and the immunocytochemical staining showed that the formed GSCs could express biomarkers of brain cancer stem cells, NESTIN and CD133 (Fig. 1A). Meanwhile, the EGFR expression was also profiled by western blotting and immunocytochemical staining. The results demonstrated that GSCs expressed high levels of EGFR (Fig. 1B and C), indicating that EGFR could be used as a potential target in the therapeutic treatment of GSCs.

3.2. Synthesis and characterization of eMNNS

In the present study, the preparation of eMNNS was performed mainly with three processes including: (1) synthesis of the SPIONP core (i.e. γ-Fe₂O₃) followed by TPP-mediated encapsulation of CMCS; (2) PEI coating via EDC/NHS crosslinking; and (3) conjugation of Heparin and EGF with MNNS to form eMMNS (Scheme 1a).

The morphology and performance of the as-prepared nanoparticles were characterized. TEM analysis demonstrated that the prepared SPIONPs had a suitable particle size distribution, in which the particle size of a single nanoparticle was generally between 10 and 15 nm (Fig. 2A), and the complexes CMCS@SPIONPs also exhibited monodisperse spheres with a uniform particle size of about 40 to 50 nm (Fig. 2B). The XRD results indicated that six marked peaks with the indices (220), (311), (400), (422), (511), and (440) were specifically obtained for the
γ-Fe₂O₃ NPs (Fig. S1, ESI†), which well matched the standard γ-Fe₂O₃ reflections. In addition, FT-IR spectroscopy was used to determine the composition of the prepared nanoparticles. As illustrated in Fig. 2C, the FT-IR data showed that the C–N stretching vibration of the amide group is at 1626.5 cm⁻¹, the C–O bond vibration of the ether group is at 1087.3 cm⁻¹, and the band of SPIONPs is located at 592.8 cm⁻¹. The peak at 2935.8 cm⁻¹ corresponds to the stretching vibration of methylene residual, and the characteristic band of COOH is reflected at 3420.5 cm⁻¹. Taken together, these results indicate that the SPIONPs were prepared successfully, and could be modified with CMCS, PEI, and EGF respectively.

Fig. 2(D) illustrates that the magnetization curve of the prepared NPs exhibited a symmetrical hysteresis loop. Furthermore, the saturation of eMNNS was estimated at about 46.2 emu g⁻¹, and its coercivity was not detectable. Practically, the data indicated that these prepared NPs become readily magnetized in the presence of a magnetic field, but the removal of the magnetic field would immediately cause a minimum of residual magnetization within the particles.⁴²

The ninhydrin color reaction was used to determine the amount of PEI coupled with nanoparticles, as PEI had a large number of amino groups that react with ninhydrin to produce a substance with the maximum absorption wavelength at 570 nm.

---

**Fig. 6**  
(A) The growth of GSCs after treatment with different formulations at a concentration of 20 μg mL⁻¹. (B) Assessment of cellular viability of GSCs and their differentiated progenies using a PI and FDA double-staining protocol after treatment with 20 μg mL⁻¹ of MNNS and eMNNS for 1 d, 2 d, 3 d, 4 d, 5 d, and 7 d. Scale bar = 100 μm. (C) Cell cycle distribution of the examined GSCs and their differentiated progenies. Untreated GSCs (control, a), MNNS treated GSCs (b), eMNNS treated GSCs (c), and the tumor cells derived from GSCs (c and d) corresponding to (a–c). (D) The cells in each phase during the cell cycle were evaluated from flow cytometric data.
The results showed the PEI content as about 31.27% in MNNS, and 10.7% in the CMCS@SPIO (Fig. 3A and B), indicating that the prepared MNNS were successfully coupled with PEI.

As shown in Fig. 3D, the hydrodynamic diameter distribution of the prepared MNNS and eMNNS in an aqueous solution was measured at around 508 nm and 794 nm, and the hydrodynamic diameter of the siRNA/eMNNS complexes was narrow at around 798 nm, which confirmed that the EGF had been successfully coupled with MNNS, and siRNA was loaded onto eMNNS.

3.3. Magnetic responsiveness, stability and drug loading assay

The stability of eMNNS was determined at different time points in three different solutions including DI water, PBS (pH 7.4), and RPMI-1640 culture medium. The results showed that a relatively stable suspension was obtained in DI water and RPMI-1640 medium, but the presence of phosphate and sodium potassium salt probably increased sediments in the PBS buffer after about 15 min of incubation (Fig. S2, ESI†).

In addition, aggregation and redispersion of eMNNS in solution was also evaluated under external magnetic fields and gravity conditions applied at different time points. The results showed that eMNNS had excellent responsiveness, and could be easily recycled under an external magnetic field (Fig. S2, ESI†). These results ensure that the prepared eMNNS is suitable for targeted anticancer drug delivery, multi-modal imaging, cancer targeted therapy, etc.

The loading capacity of the drug was measured, according to the optical density of the formed supernatant. The standard curve equation of DOX was \( Y = 0.00818 + 0.01012X \) (Fig. S3, ESI†). Finally, the DOX drug loading in DOX–eMNNS was estimated to be 3.8598% approximately.

3.4. Hemolysis assay of the eMNNS

Hemocompatibility is generally considered as an issue in blood-contacting application of nanoparticles. Hemolysis was assayed with the eMNNS before they were used as carriers for gene/drug delivery (Fig. 4). The absorbance of the supernatant was...
measured at 541 nm with the UV-Vis spectra to quantify the hemolysis percentage of the eMNNS at different concentrations (10–200 μg mL⁻¹). The results showed that the eMNNS rarely exhibited hemolytic effects at the measured concentrations, compared with the positive control. The hemolysis percentage of eMNNS at the maximum concentration (200 μg mL⁻¹) was only 1.04%, suggesting that eMNNS had excellent hemocompatibility within the study concentration range and could be used for further applications.

3.5. Intracellular internalization

Effective transport into cells is one of the main factors affecting the transfection of siRNA and drugs. Intracellular uptake of eMNNS was performed by incubating the fluorescent RBITC-labeling eMNNS with GSCs for 4 h. The results showed that both MNPs and eMNNS could successfully enter the GSCs after about 4 h co-incubation, and eMNNS could enter the cells more easily and effectively because of the active targeting of HB-EGF, as they demonstrated much stronger red fluorescence (Fig. 5). These results suggested that eMNNS could be a potential vehicle for delivery of siRNA to GSCs.

3.6. Cell cytotoxicity, cell viability, and cell cycle assay

The cytotoxicity of eMNNS was evaluated with an MTT assay to assess the cytocompatibility prior to biomedical applications. After 24 h of treatment, the viability of GSCs did not change significantly at all concentrations ranging from 0 to 50 μg mL⁻¹ compared to the cells incubated with PBS (Fig. S4, ESI†). The GSCs were incubated with the eMNNS suspension at 20 μg mL⁻¹ for 24–96 h. The results showed that after 96 h of treatment with eMNNS, the treated GSCs generally exhibited proliferative activity comparable to untreated cells. The MNNS had slight cytotoxicity due to the cationic polymer PEI layer (Fig. 6A). The MTT results implied that the eMNNS were cytocompatible at the studied concentration. Moreover, the cell viability and cell cycle of the GSCs exposed to eMNNS were detected by FDA/PI staining and flow cytometry, revealing similar results to those of the MTT assay (Fig. 6B). As shown in Fig. 6C and D, the flow cytometry analysis showed that with the treatment of MNNS and eMNNS, the number of GSCs and their differentiated progeny increased in the S phase, but the number of cells in the G1 phase decreased. Therefore, these data indicate that the fabricated eMNNS...
exhibited good cell biocompatibility and high proliferative capacity and could serve as a carrier for further siRNA/drug delivery to GSCs.

3.7. Analysis of the ability and transfection efficiency of eMNNS binding to siRNA

In order to evaluate the binding ability of siRNA molecules to eMNNS, we performed quantitative RNA analysis using UV-Vis spectrophotometry and qualitative gel block analysis. As shown in Fig. 7A and B, the amount of bound siRNA molecules increased as more eMNNS was used, and 40 pmol siRNA can bind to 6 µg eMNNS. Furthermore, the negatively charged heparin affected the binding of siRNA molecules to eMNNS. The eMNNS mixed with 1/20 heparin clearly indicates a decrease in the amount of siRNA molecules, but the 1/50 heparin did not affect the binding of siRNA molecules to eMNNS, which was thus used in further analysis.

Efficient delivery into cells is one of the major factors affecting the siRNA transfection. After 4 h co-incubation with different formulations containing green florescent siRNA-FAM, the fluorescence intensity was dramatically enhanced for siRNA-FAM nanocomplexes, because the cationic PEI could positively influence intracellular internalization of siRNA with easy access to the cell membrane. Obviously, the fabricated eMNNS was more potent to mediate the cellular uptake of siRNA than MNNS (Fig. 7C).

3.8. In vitro evaluation of anti-proliferation activity

To evaluate the anti-tumor efficacy of the targeted co-delivery of DOX and Sur siRNA in vitro, the proliferative activity of GSCs after DOX/Sur siRNA–eMNNS treatment was investigated by MTT assay after treatment with different formulations for 24 h, 48 h, 72 h, and 96 h. As in Fig. 8A, the MTT results indicated that targeted Sur siRNA-eMNNS could inhibit GSC proliferation more effectively compared with free Sur siRNA. When treated with targeted DOX/Sur siRNA–eMNNS, the cell proliferation of GSCs decreased significantly, indicating that the co-delivery of DOX Sur siRNA by targeted eMNNS had a synergistic effect to arrest cell proliferation.

In addition, cell cycle distribution was examined by flow cytometry after treatment with different formulations. The results showed that an increasing number of GSCs were arrested in the S phase after treatment with Sur siRNA–eMNNS, and the co-delivery of DOX/Sur siRNA led to a much higher number of arrested GSCs in the S phase (Fig. 8B), demonstrating that DOX/Sur siRNA–eMNNS could arrest cell cycle progression during DNA synthesis and induce inhibition of cell proliferation.

Cell apoptosis is generally characterized with distinct biological alterations, including blebbing, cell shrinkage, nuclear fragmentation, chromatin condensation, chromosomal DNA fragmentation and so on. Thus, to observe nuclear fragmentation in induced apoptotic cells, GSC cells were stained with Hoechst H33258, a fluorescent dye that binds to the AT-rich region of DNA to detect and relatively quantify DNA from apoptotic cells. The results showed that the nuclei of GSCs treated with DOX/Sur siRNA–eMNNS were more concentrated and marginalized, with chromosome pyknosis and darker staining (Fig. 8C). AO is a fluorescent dye with cell permeability. The AO staining results also showed that targeted cells both treated with Sur siRNA–eMNNS and DOX/Sur siRNA–eMNNS became more permeable, thus showing strong red fluorescence, but much more acidic vesicles were detected in cells treated with DOX/Sur siRNA–eMNNS (Fig. 8D), indicating that the addition of DOX onto eMNNS could enhance cell autophagy in treated GSCs.

The cell viability of the treated GSCs was measured by FDA/PI double staining, and the results are shown in Fig. 9A.

![Fig. 9](image-url) (A) GSC viability measured by FDA/PI double staining after incubation with various nanoparticle complexes. (B) Flow cytometric analyses of apoptosis in the control (untreated GSCs), and treated GSCs with different drug formulations via flow cytometry using fluorescein Annexin V-FITC-PI double labeling.
The red signal in the treated cells indicates that the cell activity was negatively affected. In general, cells treated with DOX/Sur siRNA–eMNNS showed stronger red fluorescence compared to Sur siRNA–eMNNS treatment, indicating that the combined use of DOX and Sur siRNA significantly inhibited cell viability.

Annexin V is a Ca$^{2+}$ dependent phospholipid binding protein with high affinity to phosphatidylserine (PS) located in the medial membrane of the living cells. When the cellular apoptosis occurred early, PS valgus could specifically bind to the Annexin V in apoptotic cells. As calculated in Fig. 9B, the apoptotic cell proportion of GSCs treated with Sur siRNA-MNNS reached 13.36%, but the co-delivery of Sur siRNA and DOX produced a much higher apoptosis-inducing effect (apoptosis rate ~ 36.95%), which obviously showed the synergistic effects on induction of cell apoptosis.

Fig. 10 (A) Western blot analysis of apoptosis- and autophagy-associated proteins in the GSCs treated with different drug formulations (a: control, b: Sur siRNA–MNNS, c: Sur siRNA–eMNNS, d: DOX/Sur siRNA–eMNNS) for 24 h, and the statistical analysis of the relative level of proteins in the treated cells (B).

Fig. 11 The DOX/SursiRNA–eMNNS exhibit excellent in vivo anti-tumor capacity. (A) Typical photographs showing the size of tumors (indicated by arrows) in mice on day 2 weeks with three different treatments. (B) Photo-images of excised tumors from mice bearing glioblastoma U251-induced tumors 2 weeks after different treatments. a: control; b: Sur siRNA-MNNS; c: DOX/Sur siRNA–eMNNS. (C) Tumor growth inhibition for the mice bearing glioblastoma U251-induced tumors after treatment with various formulations (n = 3). (D) Representative histology (H&E) images of the tumor tissue in the control, Sur siRNA–MNNS and DOX/Sur siRNA–eMNNS groups.
3.9. Western blotting

Apoptosis is a genetically controlled process, in which Bcl-2 plays a key role. Target genes expressed in cells and tissues were obtained by using antigen–antibody hybridization. Western blot showed that both Bcl-2 and survivin were obviously down-regulated in the cells treated with DOX/Sur siRNA–eMNNS, but Bax was reversely up-regulated after treatment (Fig. 10). Moreover, the expression level of LC3-II increased, while the level of p62 decreased after treatment. These results showed that co-delivery of DOX/Sur siRNA via eMNNS enabled silencing of the survivin gene, making GSCs more sensitive to DOX, and thereby more efficiently inducing cell apoptosis and autophagy in treated GSCs.

3.10. Antitumor efficacy of DOX/Sur siRNA–eMNNS in vivo

The above in vitro analyses demonstrated that the growth of GSCs was efficiently inhibited by co-delivery of siRNA and DOX via eMNNS, which led us to in vivo tumor treatments. The xenograft tumor model in BALB/c nude mice was thus established to assess the tumor-suppressing effect of DOX/Sur siRNA–eMNNS in vivo. Nude mice bearing glioblastoma U251 cell-induced tumors were randomly divided into three groups and administrated with different formulations to understand the safety and efficacy of the eMNNS for cancer therapy. The tumor size of the mice treated with Sur siRNA–MNNS, decreased compared to the control group, and the mice treated with DOX/Sur siRNA–eMNNS exhibited the smallest tumor size and the best anti-tumor capacity (Fig. 11A–C). Moreover, the histological analyses (H&E stain) revealed extensive necrosis areas within the tumor mass treated with DOX/Sur siRNA–eMNNS (Fig. 11D). These results demonstrated that the co-delivery of DOX/Sur siRNA via eMNNS could synergically improve anti-tumor capacity in vivo.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we have developed an active EGFR-targeted nano-scale eMNNS theranostic platform based on SPIONPs for a co-delivery gene/drug complex. Our experimental results show that EGFR-targeted eMNNS were selectively taken up by GSCs expressing EGFR, and the specificity, sensitivity and efficiency were significantly increased, indicating that this is an ideal vector for gene/drug delivery transport into cells. In addition, the combination of the therapeutic drugs Sur siRNA and DOX with eMNNS had a marked synergistic anti-tumor effect by inducing apoptosis and autophagy, suggesting that the combination therapy was more effective than mono therapy in tumor treatment. In conclusion, the prepared EGFR-conjugated MNNS is highly specific and can be used as a promising gene/drug delivery therapeutic platform for the treatment of human glioblastoma in the future.
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